It is theoretically and numerically demonstrated that a mixture of two topologically distinct material phases is characterized by an anomalous "transparency window" in a spectral range wherein the individual material phases are strongly reflecting. In particular, it is shown that a metamaterial formed by a metallic wire grid embedded in a magnetized plasma may support the propagation of waves with long wavelengths, notwithstanding the components, when taken separately, completely block the electromagnetic radiation. The effect is explained in terms of the topological properties of the magnetoplasmon. Furthermore, it is highlighted that some naturally available materials may be regarded as a mixture of two topologically distinct phases, and hence may be as well characterized by a similar anomalous transparency effect.
t the equivalent permittivity of the gyrotropic material, To demonstrate that the discovered low-frequency mode can be externally excited, next we study the wave scattering by a slab of the two-phase topological material. It is assumed that the material slab is surrounded by air. The air interfaces are at [33, 34, 35] . As illustrated in Fig. 2c , the transmission characteristic is relatively robust to the effects of unavoidable material loss.
Next, we discuss how to physically realize the proposed structure using the metamaterial concept. We suggest that the two-phase topological material may be implemented relying on a standard magnetized electron gas as the host medium (e.g., a magnetized doped semiconductor), and a metallic wire grid. Evidently, the magnetized electron gas is expected to mimic the response of the nontrivial topological phase, whereas the wire grid is expected to imitate the trivial topological phase. than for the continuum model (see Fig. 2 ). The matching between the metamaterial slab and the air regions can be noticeably improved by using quarter-wavelength transformers at the input and output interfaces (blue symbols in Fig. 3a) . In this case, the transmission amplitude may reach 15% for the thickness 3  L a . Figure 3b shows that the [39] and reveals that in each metal loop the wave follows a rotating motion, such that the energy tends to circulate in closed orbits and the fields have a nontrivial angular momentum [23, 30] . This property can be understood as a consequence of the excitation of topological edge modes (magneto-plasmons) at the wire grid-gyrotropic material interface, due to the different topological nature of the two material phases. The dispersion of the magneto-plasmon mode is depicted in Fig. 1b for the case of a planar interface (y=0) between the gyrotropic host material and a PEC. The edge mode dispersion is found as explained in Refs. [9, 20, 21] . As seen, the lowfrequency unidirectional edge mode propagates exclusively towards the +x-direction in the spectral range 0 c     . When, the gyrotropic material fills a closed metallic cavity the low-frequency edge-mode will go around the cavity walls following an anticlockwise motion [23] , consistent with the winding motion of the magneto-plasmons in each loop of the wire grid. Thus, the anomalous transparency effect can be understood as a consequence of the excitation of topological modes that create coupled vortices of the electromagnetic field (see Fig. 3c and the time animation in Ref. [39] ).
Incidentally, some naturally available materials may be as well regarded as a mixture of two inequivalent topological phases with features analogous to those of the model of Eq. (2). For example, let us consider a situation where the microscopic drift current of a -9-plasma is dictated by two species of current carriers (e.g., with different effective mass or different density), i.e., the electron gas is formed by two distinct current "channels". Each species of carriers reacts differently to a bias field, and thereby the combined response of the two-channels may originate the different terms of the dielectric function (2). An illustration of this concept is provided by standard semiconductors, for example GaAs.
The dielectric function of GaAs has three contributions: (i) the bound charges, (ii) the free electrons and (iii) the electron-holes. The response of the bound charges is insensitive to a bias magnetic field and may be described by a static permittivity term,
. On the other hand, both the electrons and the holes originate drift-currents, yielding a multi-component plasma. The dielectric function of GaAs is of the form: that the "electrons" and "holes" determine two independent current channels, somewhat analogous to the metamaterial design wherein the two material components (metal and magnetized plasma) also determine different paths for the electric current.
In summary, we theoretically demonstrated that by mixing two distinct topological material phases it is possible to create unusual conditions for wave propagation in a spectral range wherein the two phases are impenetrable by light. An electron gas with -11-two current channels (e.g., intrinsic semiconductors) may provide an ideal platform to implement such a structure. In addition, we proposed a realistic metamaterial implementation of the suggested system. Detailed numerical simulations confirm that a material with two distinct topological phases enables, indeed, an anomalous wave tunneling at extremely low frequencies, and opens thus new inroads and opportunities for topological effects in the terahertz and microwave ranges.
